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About the Book 

The verdant hills and valleys of Central New South Wales, Australia, provides the grand 
setting for this Joan Phipson adventure of three capable children who volunteer to ride 
the boundary line of their property in order to check the fence.  

Jane, Bobby and their cousin Vincent estimate the mission will take at least a week. 
When they are finished in four days, they decide to use the remainder of the time to 
explore the region of World's End Falls. Though the outsider Vincent shines as the hero 
in the routine part of the journey, it is young Bobby who saves the group in a time of 
crisis. Where Vincent's conservatism prevents him from exercising ingenuity, Bobby's 
newly discovered leadership ability allows him to encourage his companions when they 
become hopelessly lost in the desolate hills. 

 After one painful night in the open, Bobby finds a cave and coincidentally frees a 
trapped sheep dog who leads the children to the safety of a farmhouse. This story, in 
the tradition of Hills End and They Found a Cave provides the reader with an excellent 
picture of three children at the mercy of a hostile outback terrain. The full grandeur of 
the Australian bush comes through and adds to the list of similar works by great 
Australian children’s novelists of the time who wrote books about resilient children 
battling a hostile environment. 

 

About the Author 

Joan Phipson was born in Sydney in 1912. She was an only child and spent much of her 
younger years travelling between Australia, England and India with her parents. She 
attended Frensham School in New South Wales and returned later to work as a librarian 
and set up a publishing press, which she had purchased from Leonard Woolf in London.  
Joan was a copywriter for Radio 2GB; she worked for Reuters in London and served as a 
telegraphist in the Women’s Auxiliary Australian Air Force during World War II.  
She married in 1944 and lived on a property called Thring in Central West New South 
Wales. There, she wrote the first of her thirty novels, Good Luck to the Rider, which was 
published in 1953 and won the CBCA Book of the Year. In the 1960s Joan and her 
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husband moved to nearby Wongalong, the property where she had two children, Anna 
and Guy, and would live for the next forty years.  
 
Many of Joan’s early books were ostensibly action stories, these were also about lonely, 
shy outsiders who wanted acceptance and, long before "issue" novels became 
fashionable and without making her books single purpose, this became a recurrent 
theme in her books. She excelled at writing about these outsiders, and they feature in 
books such as The Boundary Riders (1963) 

Joan Phipson’s early books focused on Australian pastoral family life, but in the 1970s 
she broke new ground by tackling social and environmental issues. She won several 
awards for her work including a second CBCA Book of the Year, for The Family 
Conspiracy, and an IBBY Honour Diploma in 1982 for The Watcher in the Garden. In 1987 
she was awarded the Dromkeen Medal for her contribution to Australian children’s 
literature, and she was made a member of the Order of Australia in 1994.  
Joan Phipson had two children, Anna and Guy. She died in 2003. 

Obituary from the SMH: 
http://www.smh.com.au/articles/2003/04/18/1050172758089.html 

 

 

Activities 

Remember 

 List the type or daily jobs that might be undertaken on a farm like Uncle Dick’s 
farm. (remember, the book is set in the 1960s) 

 Write 5 quiz questions or facts about the story. 

 Draw a picture of what the bush land and farm buildings looked like. 

 Complete a ‘who said that’ chart. 

 Complete a reading comprehension activity. 

 Complete a word search and crossword based on the story. 

http://www.smh.com.au/articles/2003/04/18/1050172758089.html
https://www.google.com.au/url?sa=i&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&frm=1&source=images&cd=&cad=rja&uact=8&ved=0CAcQjRw&url=https://www.textpublishing.com.au/authors/joan-phipson&ei=rXmjVKqcGebEmwWhtIKIBg&bvm=bv.82001339,d.dGc&psig=AFQjCNGJwFYOTQzuu6SQvkuoCuWIePwh_g&ust=1420086055095667
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Understand 

 Complete a Venn diagram comparing the children at the beginning of the story 
and at the end of their adventure. 

 Complete a PowerPoint fact file on world famous waterfalls or famous people 
(explorers) who have become lost in the bush.  

 Create a DVD cover for the story and explain your views and reactions to the 
story as if you were a film reviewer. 

 Research and compile a glossary of post-war cultural references made in the 
story. 

Apply 

 Write a persuasive letter from one of the children asking their mum to allow 
them to rider the boundary for a week. You need to convince her that you’ll be 
safe.  

 Write a newspaper report about the successful return of the missing children. 
Sometimes children going missing in the bush has a tragic conclusion. Refer to 
the lost children of Daylesford: http://www.communityheritage.net.au/lost-
children-daylesford) 

 Make a story map and add illustrations with captions for important events from 
the story. 

 Make a list of items you would need to take if you were going to explore a 
mysterious waterfall. 

 Create four black and white illustrations for the 4 most important events from 
the story. (You choose them) 

Analyse. 

 Complete a concept map about the book using your own criteria. Use Word to 
create your own concept web 

 Complete a character analysis of one of the children. 

 What is the theme of this story? Is there a moral you can find? Can you recognise 
any of the characters from your own life? Write a book review of The Boundary 
Riders on a blank book cover answering some of these questions.  

 Are there gaps in the story? What isn’t told? Design a poster for the library 
illuminating one of the ‘gaps’ in the story. (I.e. the search for the children)  

 Create a ‘Y Chart’ for a scene from the story. 

 Figurative language is a word or phrase that does not have its normal every day 
literal meaning. Phipson used a lot of figurative language for the sake of 
comparison or dramatic effect. (For example ‘The clouds folded back like a 
curtain, disclosing the theatre of the sky’ from page 53) While reading the book 

http://www.communityheritage.net.au/lost-children-daylesford
http://www.communityheritage.net.au/lost-children-daylesford
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note down examples of figurative language (idioms, analogies etc) in the story 
and illustrate some of them. 

 Make a glossary of old fashioned Australian slang 
found in the story such as righto (page 39) and ‘She’ll 
be there in a jiff’ (page 147) 

 What impact does the setting have on the story? (List 
locations and how they had an impact on the story. 
(Also consider the impact the weather had) 

Evaluate 

 Write an alternative ending to the story. (Make it exciting, humorous or 
frightening) 

 Modern readers would have problems with the sale of aboriginal remains to a 
museum.  

 Write a review of the book and give it a rating. 

 Survey the class and create a pop up bar graph based on the popularity of the 
characters in the book. 

Create 

 Create your word game based on the story using 
http://www.kidzone.ws/puzzles/cryptogram/index.asp 

 Plan and write a sequel to ‘The Boundary Riders’. (Possibly involving the children 
being caught in a bushfire.) 

 Create a menu card for making damper or rabbit.  

 Envision what a modern film version of the book might be like.(What modern 
inventions would have made the story different? i.e. mobile phones, drones, 
iPads, GPS) 

 Children can create their own Twitter novel about the story. Refer to this 
site:http://www.twitip.com/how-to-start-a-twitter-novel/ 

Page references in this unit refer to the 1975 Puffin version.(below) 
 

 
 

http://www.kidzone.ws/puzzles/cryptogram/index.asp
http://www.twitip.com/how-to-start-a-twitter-novel/
javascript:popUp('http://www.bookshops.com.au/view_image.php?url=http://www.bookshops.com.au/book_images/3318/15755.jpg',550,500,1);
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THE BOUNDARY RIDERS   Glossary of interesting words from 
the book  

Word Meaning Illustration (if 
possible) 

   
   
   
   
   
Some words from the text to consider: zest, ramshackle, selvage, languid, sanctuary, 
discernible, hysteria, wail, precipitous, stoic, dray, monosyllabic, homestead 
 

 

 

Success Criteria: Select interesting words from the text to create a glossary. (Definitions can be found from 

dictionaries, online and supported by quotes from the text.) 
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THE BOUNDARY RIDERS   

Complete a story map for 4 events of your choosing from 
the story. 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 
 
 

Success Criteria: Select meaningful events from the story to illustrate and provide a caption to match. 

Illustrate important settings from the story on a map and connect them to your illustrations.  
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THE BOUNDARY RIDERS     Story Map 

Create your own map of the children’s environment including the trees, farm, caves, 
rocks and road. 
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THE BOUNDARY RIDERS                 (Alternative story map) 
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   THE BOUNDARY RIDERS                  

Cause                                                                          Effect 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                                                 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

They loaded up 

Boxer with all their 

provisions the first 

time. 

 

The children decide 

to explore the 

waterfall. 

Bobby found an old 

shovel head and he 

led the children along 

a track they 

discovered in the thick 

bush . 

Skyraider reacts to a 

moaning sound at 

the back of the cave. 

Learning Intention: Remember the consequence of events that occur at the beginning of the 

story. 

The dog they rescued 

ran off towards the 

creek. 

Christobel had a 

temperature and 

was ill. 
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THE BOUNDARY RIDERS   
Who said that? Choose from: Vincent, Bobby, Jane, Aunt Frances               
and Uncle Richard. Sometimes you can tell what a character is like by 
what they say. Identify the quotes and make a judgement about the 
character based on the quote 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 
 
 

Alright Aunt Frances I’ll look after my 

troop.  

Take this please; I shan’t have a 

moment’s peace unless I know you have 

it with you. 

That beastly disinfectant ointment Aunt 

Frances gave us, I put on my 

toothbrush! 

What it tells about them 

What it tells about them 

What it tells about them 

We got to find some shelter. We got to 

keep alive somehow till it clears, and 

then find our way home. Let’s try this 

steep country. It will be warmer in the 

gullies and we may find a cave. 

Found him down by the creek, something 

got him bothered. I’m going to see. 

What it tells about them 

What it tells about them 

Success Criteria: Successfully link up important quotes from the story with the characters who said them. 

I’ll just slip out and make sure I tied the 

dogs up. 

What it tells about them 
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THE BOUNDARY RIDERS   For each area make a 
judgment on what you think about the story. (Give it a 
grade out of 10) and give a reason for your opinion. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 
 
 

Opening:   Did you like how it began? Did you get into the book straight away? 

Characters:   Did you like the characters? 

Plot:   Did you like the idea behind the story? Was it original? 

Ending:   What did you think about the way the story ended? 

Success Criteria: Unpack the story and evaluate the strengths and weaknesses of the text. 
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 THE BOUNDARY RIDERS   (The Film)  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Success Criteria: review some of the clips of film versions of the story and then create your own ‘plan’ for a 

modern film version. (Consider using a flip camera to film a scene using models or finger puppets.) 

BOOK TO MOVIE SUGGESTION  .....................................................Studios 

 

Title of book: ................................................................................................... 

Author: ..................................................... 

Suggested movie title: ................................................................................... 

Proposed director: .............................................. Budget: $.......................... 

Genre: ........................................................... 

Casting (Three main characters and suggested stars to play the role) 

 

Character name 1st choice 2nd choice 
‘Tas’   

Cherry   

Ma Pinner   

 

Setting in the book:.............................................................................................  

Proposed setting for the movie: ......................................................................... 

Filming schedule: ..........weeks  

Music composer: ............................................................................................... 

Opening shot  

 

First most important 

scene 
 

 

Second most Important 

scene 
 

 

Closing shot(resolution)  
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Venn Diagram 
THE BOUNDARY RIDERS   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Similarities 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Newspaper story 

 

 

Success Criteria: Complete a Venn diagram with at least 4 dot point examples for both topics and the 

similarities. (Compare the movie with the book) 
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THE BOUNDARY RIDERS   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

CAPTAIN UNDERPANTSComic 
 
 
 

 

 

 

Price 1 shilling                                                                                                          15th April 1962 

 

 

Success Criteria: Write an entertaining and authentic sounding newspaper front page story with headline and 

illustration 

http://www.westernadvocate.com.au/
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THE BOUNDARY RIDERS            comic 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

  

 

  

  

Success Criteria: Select an exciting or meaningful event from the story and create a graphic novel version of 

the event. 
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THE BOUNDARY RIDERS        Alternative Book Cover 

 

Success Criteria: Create a stimulating and informative alternative book cover for the book. Include an 

interesting  blurb . 
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THE BOUNDARY RIDERS     Postcard 
 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Success Criteria: Write a postcard in a style matching the personality of the character writing it. Ensure the 

‘photo’ would be attractive to ‘tourists’. 
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THE BOUNDARY RIDERS   Missing Persons / Wanted Poster

Success Criteria: Complete the poster with sufficient details that would enable someone to find the 

missing/wanted person on the poster. 
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THE BOUNDARY RIDERS                ‘Y Chart’ 
 
for …………………………………………………………………. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 

What you might hear 

What you might feel 

What you might see 

 

Success Criteria: Create a Y Chart that will create a realistic snapshot of an important event from the story. 
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THE BOUNDARY RIDERS   
TOP 5 FACTS ROUGH DRAFT  
 

 

 
 Success Criteria: Select five important facts and illustrate one of them for a ‘Did You Know...?’ display. 
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THE BOUNDARY RIDERS   (Character Analysis for Bobby ) 

Draw portraits of the characters and link them up with an explanation of their relationship 
to each other. 
(Enlarge to A3) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Interactions 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Name of character 

Appearance 

Actions 

Thoughts and 

motivation 

Words (a meaningful quote from the character) 

Settings 

How the character changes 

Vincent  

 

Aunt Frances 

Jane 

      Uncle Dick 

Success Criteria: Create a detailed character profile for Jane 

or Vincent 
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THE BOUNDARY RIDERS    Crossword 
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Across 
6. Skyraider caught a ................. 
7. The cousin. 
9. The name of Mr Thompson's property 
12. Jane recognised the back Creek ................................. 
14. Bobby brought his ............. and was able to skin the rabbit. 
17. Vincent said to keep the sun over their left ................. 
Down 
1. Joan ........... 
2. They boiled the ........... to cook the rabbit. 
3. They thought it would take a .......... to ride the boundary fence. 
4. The children and their horses got soaked in the ........... 
5. The name of the dog the children helped. 
6. Bobby’s proper name 
8. The trapped dog was down an old mine.......... 
10. The box of .............. came in useful 
11. The pack horse 
13. The Boundary ............... 
15. The children followed the ........... toward the waterfall. 
16. The children camped in a ramshackle old ........ 

 

 
 

 

 
Success Criteria: Find relevant words from the story in the wordsearch. (Create your own wordsearch and 

crossword on the Discovery Puzzlemaker website.) 
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THE BOUNDARY RIDERS                                  word search 

 
E E X Q B N T V E H N K A P N  

V E N I R I J L O J I E L O K  

Q N L A B U A D E Z S E L C K  

G L O B J D H D X S U W I K B  

Y R A S E B I P K D O C C E O  

L R G S P R O Y P H C V S T U  

S L O J I I R X X Y I C I K N  

T R A T F A H S E N I M R N D  

O H W F I A K P C R K T P I A  

R S F D R C R E E K H D O F R  

M A E H L E N R E D I R G E Y  

K R H U T T T A X D F O S R T  

M K K J K M X A D Q H C X F E  

S H O U L D E R W B P X X M R  

Y H B X N B S E H C T A M S L  

 

BILLY 
BOUNDARY 
BOXER 
COUSIN 
CREEK 
HUT 
JANE 
MATCHES 
MINESHAFT 
PHIPSON 
POCKET KNIFE 
PRISCILLA 
RABBIT 
RIDE 
RIDER 
ROSEDALE 
SHOULDER 
SKYRAIDER 
STORM 
VINCENT 
WATERFALL 
WEEK 

 

 
Success Criteria: How well do you remember the story? Complete the crossword/wordsearch referring to the 

text if required. 
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THE BOUNDARY RIDERS   

Create a pop up popularity bar graph for characters from the story 

1. Children complete a survey to determine the 4 most popular 
characters in the story. 

2. Fold a sheet of paper in half. Write a title up the top and draw 
up the XY axis  

3. Use the data to create a bar graph (Color the bars and mark in 
the character names) 

4. Fold the paper in half and cut along the vertical bars (not the 
horizontal)  

5. Open up the paper and pull out the bars (refer to the image)  
6. Draw images of the characters to add to the front of the bars 
7. Put on display. 

(Below is an example of a character popularity pop up bar 

graph for characters from ‘The Dolls House’.) 
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THE BOUNDARY RIDERS   
Writing ideas 
 

 Write a sequel to the story  

 Create your own Mini-reader about the story or an episode from the 
story 

 Create a PowerPoint about living in the bush 

 What would happen if the characters from ‘The Boundary riders’ met 
the characters from ‘They Found a Cave’ or another group of children 
having adventures  

 Pretend that you are one of the children meeting Mrs. Thompson after 
being lost in the bush. Write the conversation between them and turn it 
into a short play. 

 Create a poster to advertise a film version of the story. Include title, 
author of the book, and list of main characters, a drawing of a scene 
from the book and a brief synopsis of the story. 

 Create a model using air drying clay to make the old bush hut they 
spend the first two nights in. Use corrugated cardboard for the roof. 
Use Strip Design, iStop or iMovie to create a stop motion movie about 
making a cubby outside. 

 Write a diary as if you one of the children in the story. 

 Pretend you are Vincent and write a postcard home telling about your 
adventure. 

 Create model caves or bush shelters outside using the sandpit and 
bark/twigs. 

 Create a front page for a ‘Australian Bush’ or ‘Bash Kids’ magazine 

 Write a list of dos and don’ts if you get lost in the bush. 

 Discuss stereotypes in the book (Jane being expected to cook and set up 
the hut) 

 Research ideas: working dogs (like Skyraider) drovers, waterfalls, polio, 
famous missing people, hyperthermia and exposure, famous Australian 
bushmen/women and explorers  

 Mrs Thompson takes a first aid kit with her when they search for the 
kids. Draw and label what she should put in her first aid kit. 

 Create a model or a bark hut or a flying fox. 

 Draw or paint the scene where the dray is washed away or construct a 
dray using balsa wood (diorama of the scene) 
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THE BOUNDARY RIDERS                                   Pop up Scene 
 
    
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
Above (background) 
 

The Boundary Riders 
(Pop up scene – Rescuing the dog) 
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Below (Children write a description of what is happening in the scene)  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 

 

 

The Boundary Riders 
(Pop up scene – Creating a shelter from 

the rain) 
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The Boundary Riders 
(Pop up scene – Skyraider hears a 

strange noise in the cave) 
 

https://lh5.googleusercontent.com/-x7o29EvTNQI/VOQ8n43xrTI/AAAAAAAAFfg/FNiQVZ2Ar2I/s640/blogger-image-1647301507.jpg
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THE BOUNDARY RIDERS   (Modern inventions) 

This story takes place in 1962. Imagine that it was taking 

place in 2014. What ways would the story be different? 

Draw illustrations of modern inventions that could have 

made a difference to the story. Explain how the story 

would have been different. (Communications, cooking, 

transport etc) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Success Criteria: Children think up some creative ways that characters could have used modern technology to 

help them. (Maybe they could have done it all from home?) 
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Abercrombie River 

 

Abercrombie Caves 

 

Approaching storm 

https://lh3.googleusercontent.com/-wVvaTVnM85Q/VN2UNAFl6dI/AAAAAAAAFcA/vXGBW90__2E/s640/blogger-image--1802537275.jpg
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Images to use 
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Scrunched up wax crayon drawings 

Using wax crayons press hard to draw a picture filling up the page. I chose to copy 
the image of a horseman from the cover of The Boundary Riders 

 
Carefully screw up the picture causing as many creases as possible. 

 
 
Paint over the picture with poster paint and then wash it off with water. 

 
Let it dry and then iron it out if necessary. 

https://lh4.googleusercontent.com/-c8xxFRCJulg/VM8nc-01-mI/AAAAAAAAFU4/koXBH-UusGQ/s640/blogger-image-641657429.jpg
https://lh3.googleusercontent.com/-yNjD7hghXw4/VM8niFYfdYI/AAAAAAAAFVI/SueZ0cKs1Yg/s640/blogger-image-359601048.jpg
https://lh4.googleusercontent.com/-crBc4EuJgz0/VM8nf7nFmMI/AAAAAAAAFVA/XnHCdJylPq8/s640/blogger-image--1740825907.jpg
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Other examples of pictures inspired by the text. 

     

 

Billy on the boil, crossing the swollen river and the boundary rider’s hut. 
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Making bleeding tissue paper pictures. 
 

 First cut out squares of bright colored tissue paper 

 Draw a picture using a black marker ( not water based) 

 Place the squares in a pattern on your picture and 'paint' over them as 
you place them on with water. 

 Wait for it to dry and peel them off ( Pictures below) 

    
 
 
 

     
 
 

 

 

 

https://lh6.googleusercontent.com/-SNPDag0xEaQ/VNMTIa4Bo4I/AAAAAAAAFXg/EnI7dNsQgdM/s640/blogger-image--919854633.jpg
https://lh5.googleusercontent.com/-ul4rQBOS6hI/VNMTLaYw8CI/AAAAAAAAFXo/ihoGlYfpB8Q/s640/blogger-image-974686513.jpg
https://lh6.googleusercontent.com/-3-aD8mZTFrQ/VNMTTOJy1jI/AAAAAAAAFYA/lZOhLXqwdxI/s640/blogger-image--1621373583.jpg
https://lh5.googleusercontent.com/-mDqc8f2LDMc/VNMTWAPNgjI/AAAAAAAAFYI/5Sr5fv3rtSs/s640/blogger-image-46782615.jpg
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Making a hot cup of tea 

In the story the children often have a cup of tea to steady their nerves and 

warm them up. They had the forethought to bring their billy with them and a 

supply of tea (Probably no tea bags back in 1962) 

They probably drank from enamel cups which would probably have had a blue 

rim and handle and a white cup but you can color it any color. In the 

background is a picture of the boiling billy (refer chapter 7, Sanctuary) 

Color in, cut along the dotted lines and slot together. Tape at the back and 

mount for display. 

    

 

https://lh4.googleusercontent.com/-lhNRfNgW1YQ/VNlj8eA135I/AAAAAAAAFbA/5u7WO4t2XDM/s640/blogger-image-28852981.jpg
https://lh6.googleusercontent.com/-GxNrVv_i3sg/VNlj9xQ92HI/AAAAAAAAFbI/W8d6PJ8AUUU/s640/blogger-image--1565267751.jpg
https://lh3.googleusercontent.com/-TEM6J6pga2g/VNlj6l339HI/AAAAAAAAFa4/btf5gYP0FMc/s640/blogger-image--1487205782.jpg
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Bark huts 

Children made bark huts using air drying clay, sticks and bark  they collected 

from outside. 

    

Lorikeets and tea mug on display 

 

Story maps and pop-up scene 

   

https://lh5.googleusercontent.com/-d8xMO8n3SXo/VOrPdHTeYRI/AAAAAAAAFhc/vbIvbJLufv4/s640/blogger-image--1776969641.jpg
https://lh6.googleusercontent.com/-qI_IZUoaw_A/VObJnRhWY6I/AAAAAAAAFgI/_X1HPB9HV34/s640/blogger-image-695519463.jpg
https://lh5.googleusercontent.com/-AbkFWFQnmUs/VOGfSmZJT7I/AAAAAAAAFd4/bfkUFVkrGgE/s640/blogger-image-559977791.jpg
https://lh5.googleusercontent.com/-eVUXd0aQT5k/VOQ8ccI7-BI/AAAAAAAAFe4/uAA6E8Gizzw/s640/blogger-image--412228614.jpg
https://lh6.googleusercontent.com/-3IrkdB-BvEw/VOrPbCSXypI/AAAAAAAAFhU/NJrtAj3OgUw/s640/blogger-image-655712587.jpg
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Making a lorikeet 

Make a lorikeet template on stiff cardboard (One is provided) 
 

   
 
Used this to draw a lorikeet on white cover paper. 
I cut strips of glossy colored infant squares (I wouldn't cut them in straight lines 
next time but maybe scallop them to look more like feathers. 
I cut around the lorikeet outline removing excess colored paper. 
 

   
 
I used brown paper to make a branch and then cut out a template of a gum 
leaf and used that to draw leaves on white tissue paper. I rubbed over the leaf 
with green wax crayon gently. (I made a pattern on the leaf with a skewer. 
 I used sticker eyes (available in a roll rather than use goggle eyes) 
 
 

https://lh6.googleusercontent.com/-Bc_GYlrrFhs/VNhoLTe01fI/AAAAAAAAFaQ/GtidxOgtFh0/s640/blogger-image-232040492.jpg
https://lh6.googleusercontent.com/-oSiYLPMc_XA/VNhoPsWT3nI/AAAAAAAAFaY/fqMb1rXhgSw/s640/blogger-image-933600432.jpg
https://lh6.googleusercontent.com/-j-Yn9aeCzsM/VNhoVnB3CbI/AAAAAAAAFao/dqh6fK6HbnQ/s640/blogger-image--832712855.jpg
https://lh5.googleusercontent.com/-LDvBTbQ3SE8/VNhn--ZZw8I/AAAAAAAAFZ4/E-f9WCsEPFw/s640/blogger-image--813686557.jpg
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Lorikeet outline (template) 
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I added it all onto green A4 paper and then mounted it on brown paper to be 
laminated. 

     
 

 

https://lh4.googleusercontent.com/-uhT3zWRfdkI/VNhoDF-vXwI/AAAAAAAAFaA/iKvagFkz1Ok/s640/blogger-image-908801350.jpg
https://lh6.googleusercontent.com/--X1k1gMuVFE/VNhn57Sa42I/AAAAAAAAFZw/bkKWy3Z5dV8/s640/blogger-image-14559927.jpg
https://lh3.googleusercontent.com/-5Zk-B9QaQfk/VNhoSuxY1-I/AAAAAAAAFag/i-84KFPZO_0/s640/blogger-image--1072259072.jpg
https://lh3.googleusercontent.com/-L16QahuAhto/VNhoHWn1T9I/AAAAAAAAFaI/6bJNsjLWmnI/s640/blogger-image--163305580.jpg
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Shaving Cream Koala 
 

 Spray a decent amount of shaving foam into the tray. 

   
 Use your hands to smooth the foam over so it’s relatively flat on top. 

 Squeeze paint (food coloring works best) onto the top of the foam - just 
adding light dots and splotches is ideal. 

   
 Use the skewer or comb (cut out from stiff cardboard) to swirl the paint 

around to create a pattern.  

 Lay your cardboard koala (template provided) down on top of the paint 
and leave for a few seconds. 

 Remove and let it sit for about a 
minute. 

 Gently wipe off the shaving 
cream with a spatula leaving the 
pattern behind. Leave it to dry. 

 Attach your koala to a ‘tree 
branch’. Decorate the branch 
with real bark or bark rubbings. 
Add leaves using green crepe 
paper. Glue down on green 
cardboard. 

 
Refer: 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=HkHbOo_NvH8  
 
 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=HkHbOo_NvH8
https://lh3.googleusercontent.com/-RWXLQMLyq1M/VOQ8WwdPROI/AAAAAAAAFeo/WQ7qQX5OAAc/s640/blogger-image-1646100863.jpg
https://lh6.googleusercontent.com/-u1qpKByRVMM/VOQ8jFMxspI/AAAAAAAAFfQ/Hiup5pku9Kw/s640/blogger-image--172739561.jpg
https://lh5.googleusercontent.com/-bYLyQHxcJ1o/VOQ8e_Gx8QI/AAAAAAAAFfA/26UzU1NLSUE/s640/blogger-image--538015572.jpg
https://lh4.googleusercontent.com/-wDgdSlGoTvg/VOQ8lDPby5I/AAAAAAAAFfY/bcX1ESD4pE0/s640/blogger-image-261163298.jpg
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LOST IN THE BUSH 
Three young children, William Graham (6), his brother Thomas (4) and Alfred 

Burman (5) left their homes near Daylesford for a day spent looking for wild 

goats in the gold diggings area nearby. Even now, it's hard to fathom, but they 

continued to walk on a route, which took them further and further away from 

home. They were spoken to twice by people they encountered, who advised 

them they were lost and even told by one of the direction they should take to 

get home. Somehow though, this advice was ignored and they continued on 

until they were swallowed up in what's now the Wombat State Forest and 

were never seen alive again. A search failed to find them. 

 

That night a public meeting was held and it was decided to continue to search 

the next day, with all shops in town to close to enable more people to join the 

search. A collection was taken up at the meeting and over 72 pounds was 

raised to begin a reward fund. 

An extensive search failed to find them and the cold June weather sealed their 
fate. Even though the children had not yet been found, an inquest was held 
with the finding that they most likely died on the night of the first day that 
they went missing. 
It wasn't until three months passed before their remains were found, sheltered 
in the trunk of a large tree within the forest. On September 13th 1867, a dog 
belonging to a local came home with a child’s boot including a foot, in it’s 
mouth. Later that day the dog was found with a child’s skull in it’s mouth. A 
short search was conducted and a second boot was found.  
 
On September 14th, 1867: The search resumed and the remains of the three 
boys were found that day. The two youngest boys were found huddled in the 
cavity of a very large tree with the older child William just outside. 

The Mayor of Daylesford called for shops in town to close on the day of the 

funeral. The streets were lined with mourners as the cortege made it’s way to 

the cemetery where over 800 people witnessed the burial. The children were 

placed in the grave in a similar position to the way they were found, with the 

two younger children huddled together and the older child on top, trying to 

protect them. 
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Monument to the Three Lost Boys at Daylesford Cemetery 

The impact of this event is still to be seen in the Daylesford district. A memorial 
stands near where they were found and a communal grave was paid for by 
public subscription. The father of two of the boys established a scholarship, 
which still continues at the Daylesford Primary School. 
 

 

Reenactment done for interstate and overseas newspapers 

 

https://jonesfamilyhistory.files.wordpress.com/2013/06/20130606-143454.jpg
https://jonesfamilyhistory.files.wordpress.com/2013/06/20130606-143620.jpg
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Comprehension questions 

1. How many boys went missing? 

2. What town did they live near? 

3. What were they supposedly looking for?  

4. Why is it strange that they got lost? 

5. The place they were lost in is now the... 

..................................................................................... 

 

............................................................................... 

6. What time of the year was it? Why was that important for their survival? 

7. How long were they missing for? 

8. How did they discover the bodies? 

9. Where were the children? 

10. Draw the scene that the search party must have found (refer to the re-enactment 

photo)  

11. How many people in Daylesford witnessed the funeral? 

12. How were the children buried? 

13. Create a newspaper front page story about the tragedy. Include a map showing the 

children’s path through the bush and include people they may have met on the way, 

farmland, old gold diggings and the tree where they were found. 

 

Historic Daylesford 1860s 
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Also check out some of my other units based on fantastic Australian 
children’s fiction (many of them free, all of them affordable on TPT) 
 

 


